
Monday 11th January 2021-Primary 7  

 

 

Watch PE with Jo LIVE at 9am 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCAxW1XT0iEJo0TYlRfn6rYQ 

 
Phew! That was hard work. Have a drink and get ready for maths. 

 

Numeracy Starter: Times Table Practice 

Diamonds: https://royalmileprimary.files.wordpress.com/2021/01/speed-

tables-diamonds-week-1.pdf   

Stars: https://royalmileprimary.files.wordpress.com/2021/01/speed-tables-

stars-week-1.pdf 

Answers: 

Diamonds: https://royalmileprimary.files.wordpress.com/2021/01/speed-

tables-diamonds-week-1-marking-copy.pdf  

Stars: https://royalmileprimary.files.wordpress.com/2021/01/speed-tables-

stars-week-1-marking-document-.pdf  

Learning Intention: To find a fraction of a number. 

Recap explainer for fractions: 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zs7g4wx 

Remember, to find a fraction of a number you divide by the bottom 

number (the denominator), for example: 1/3 of 21 = 21 ÷ 3= 7.  

If you have a fraction such as: 3/5, you divide by the bottom (the 

denominator) and multiply by the top (the numerator), for example: 

3/5 of 35= 35 ÷5=7 then 7 X 3 =21 

Stars: https://royalmileprimary.files.wordpress.com/2021/01/stars-

fractions.pdf 

Diamonds: https://royalmileprimary.files.wordpress.com/2021/01/diamonds-

task.pdf 

Challenge: https://royalmileprimary.files.wordpress.com/2021/01/fraction-

challenge-task.pdf 

Answers:  

Diamonds: https://royalmileprimary.files.wordpress.com/2021/01/diamonds-

answers-.pdf 

Stars: https://royalmileprimary.files.wordpress.com/2021/01/stars-fractions-

answers-.png 

Challenge: https://royalmileprimary.files.wordpress.com/2021/01/fractions-

challenge-task-answers-.pdf  
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Plenary: Practise a times table you are rusty on by counting forward 

and back. If you are confident with all your tables, perhaps someone 

will challenge you on them!  

 
Refuel! Now would be a good time to have a snack and a drink 

 

ERIC stands for Everyone Reading In Class. You may choose to read 

a few pages of your chapter book, or maybe a family member could 

read you a story. Your teacher may have even put a video of someone 

reading a story on your blog. 

 

Spelling: Have a look at the list below and choose one for this week. 

https://royalmileprimary.files.wordpress.com/2021/01/week-14-spelling-

words.pdf 

Blue Group-please see PowerPoint instead.  

 https://royalmileprimary.files.wordpress.com/2021/01/read-write-inc-fresh-

start-revision-1.ppsm 

Spelling Task: To use our spelling words in a sentence.  

 

Grammar: Learning Intention: To use my knowledge of punctuation to 

correct a piece of writing.  

https://royalmileprimary.files.wordpress.com/2021/01/grammar-task-.pdf 

Answers: https://royalmileprimary.files.wordpress.com/2021/01/grammar-

task-answers.pdf 

Reading: This term, we are looking at reading for information. This 

means that you read something either to find out something new or 

you try to remember the key things that you have read afterwards.  

Learning Intention: To watch an online news report and recall three 

key things that I have learned.   

https://www.bbc.co.uk/newsround 

What have you learned from today’s Newsround? Can you verbally 

recall 3 things that you did not know before? How much detail can 

you remember or do you need to watch it again? Did anything 

surprise you about today’s news?  

Final thoughts: If you would like to send me your comments of what 

you have watched in the news, please do so on TEAMS or chat to 

someone at home. If there are any particular topics for reading for 

information that you would like to cover, let me know as well.  

 
What a busy morning! Time to refresh our brains and bodies. 
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CLICK HERE to watch Miss Copeland's video introduction to this 

lesson 

 

Letter to your 

future self 

What would you 

like to achieve in 

2021? 

What would you 

like to start/stop 

doing? 

What would you 

like to do 

differently? 

Why? 

 

Write down your 

resolution and 

make sure to 

email it to the 

school so your 

teacher can 

remind you of it! 

Create an acrostic poem 

N   ew year means new 

beginning! 

 E    

W 
  

Y 

E 

 A 

 R 

 Chat to someone 

about what you would 

like to do when you 

grow up! 

  

Ask an adult what 

their hopes and 

dreams are/used to 

be? 

 

Create a 

calendar page 

picture for each 

month of 2021! 

The 4 seasons 

and special 

events like your 

birthday or 

school holidays 

could give you 

some ideas. 

 

 
2021 Challenge 

Choose at least 2 

challenges to complete. 

Remember to take a picture 

and email them to 

admin@royalmile.edin.sch.uk 

Make your very own 

wishing wand! 

 

Looking back, 

looking forward: 

Please answer 

these questions: 
  

Create a space picture 
  

Incorporate your hopes and 

wishes for 2021. 

Spell the Months of 

the year! 
  

Think of a special way 

to decorate each 

word! You might 

include activities for 
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2 things I did 

well last year 

are.. 

0 Something I 

will try to stop 

doing is… 

2 people I would 

like to get to 

know better are… 

1 thing I would 

like to get better 

at is… 
 

  
 

each month, bubble 

writing, 3D letters, all 

capitals etc. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


